We describe the natural language processing and knowledge representation components of B2, a collaborative system that allows medical students to practice their decision-making skills by considering a number of medical cases that di er from each other in a controlled manner. The underlying decision-support model of B2 uses a Bayesian network that captures the results of prior clinical studies of abdominal pain. B2 generates story-problems based on this model and supports natural language queries about the conclusions of the model and the reasoning behind them. B2 bene ts from having a single knowledge representation and reasoning component that acts as a blackboard for intertask communication and cooperation. All knowledge is represented using a propositional semantic network formalism, thereby providing a uniform representation to all components.
Introduction
Tools for medical decision analysis o er doctors a systematic way t o i n terpret new diagnostic information or to select the most appropriate diagnostic test. These tools support a doctor's practical experience with quantitative information about how diagnostic tests a ect the probability that the patient has a certain disease, according to studies of similar patients.
Building decision support systems involves the collection and representation of a large amount of medical knowledge. It also involves providing mechanisms for reasoning over this knowledge e ciently. T o make the best use of these e orts, our project group, which i n volves researchers at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, the University of Wisconsin-Parkside, and the Medical College of Wisconsin, is working on a system to redeploy our decision support tools to build new systems for educating medical students. Our aim is to give medical students an opportunity to practice their decision making skills by considering a number of medical cases that di er from each other in a controlled manner. We also wish to give students the opportunity to ask the system to explain what factors most in uenced the system.
The explanation of statistical information, such as conditional probabilities, presents unique problems for explanation generation. Although probabilities provide a good model of uncertain information, the reasoning that they support di ers signi cantly from how people think about uncertainty Kahneman et al., 1982 . Probabilistic models are composed of a large number of numeric relationships that interact in potentially non-intuitive w ays. Each state-value pair in the model e.g. gallstones is present may at once serve as possible conclusion to be evaluated and as evidence for some other conclusion. What emerges are chains of in uence, corresponding to systems of conditional probability equations through which c hanges to probability values will propagate. Another di culty in understanding probability models is the fact that the numeric relations alone provide no information about their origin e.g. whether they re ect causation, constituency, or arbitrary co-occurrence. An explanation system thus needs to explain the local relations that comprise the model, the global dependencies that arise, and must be able to explain the relationship between the numerical data and the world knowledge that underlies it.
Natural language interactions can facilitate a ne-grained understanding of statistical models by allowing users to describe or select components of the model and to ask questions about their numeric or symbolic content. Natural language interactions can also facilitate a global understanding of such models, by providing summaries of important results or by allowing the user to describe events or results and ask questions about them. Lastly, a n i n teractive system can adapt to di erent users' abilities to assimilate new information by presenting information in a conversational manner, and by tailoring the interaction to the users' concerns and apparent level of understanding. This paper describes the natural language and knowledge representation components of B2, a tutoring system that helps medical students learn a statistical model for medical diagnosis. B2 does this by generating story problems and supporting natural language dialogs about the conclusions of the model and the reasoning behind them.
Uniform Knowledge Representation for NLP in the B2 System 3 2 Background 2.1 The Need for Uniform Knowledge Representation
The B2 system is comprised of three distinct, but interrelated tasks that rely on a variety of information sources. The tasks are:
Managing the interaction between the user and B2, including the interpretation of context-dependent utterances. Reasoning about the medical domain, including the relation between components of a medical case history and diseases that might occur. Meta-reasoning about the Bayesian reasoner and its conclusions, including an ability to explain the conclusions by identifying the factors that were most signi cant. The tasks interact by addressing and handling queries to each other. However, the knowledge underlying these queries and the knowledge needed to generate a response can come from a variety o f k n o wledge sources. Translating between knowledge sources is not an e ective solution.
The information sources that B2 uses include:
Linguistic knowledge | knowledge about the meanings of utterances and plans for expressing meanings as text. Discourse knowledge | knowledge about the intentional, social, and rhetorical relationships that link utterances. Domain knowledge | factual knowledge of the medical domain and the medical case that is under consideration. Pedagogy | knowledge about the tutoring task. Decision-support | knowledge about the statistical model and how t o i n terpret the information that is derivable from the model. In B2, the interaction between the tasks is possible because the information for all knowledge sources is represented in a uniform framework. The knowledge representation component serves as a central blackboard" for all other components.
Lessons from Prior Work: The Need for A Discourse Model
The rst prototype of our current system is Banter Haddawy et al., 1996 . Banter is a tutoring shell that generates word problems and short-answer questions on the basis of stored information about a particular medical situation, such as a patient who sees her doctor complaining of abdominal pains. This information comprises statistical relations among known aspects of a patient's medical history, ndings from physical examinations of the patient, results of previous diagnostic tests, and the di erent candidate diseases. The information is represented as a Bayesian belief network. The Banter shell has been designed to be general enough to be used with any network having nodes of hypotheses, observations, and diagnostic procedures.
The output of Banter includes the prior and posterior probabilities i.e. before and after any evidence such as symptoms or tests are taken into consideration of a candidate disease, and the best test for ruling out or ruling in a disease, given the details of a case. It also includes a facility for explaining the system's reasoning to the student, showing her the paths in the belief network that were most signi cant in determining the probability calculations.
A preliminary and informal user study of the Banter system with students at the Medical College of Wisconsin revealed two important facts: First, students like the idea of being able to set up hypothetical cases and witness how di erent actions might or might not! a ect the statistical likelihood of a candidate diagnosis. Second, students do not like, and will not use, a system that overwhelms them with irrelevant information or that risks misleading them because it answers questions more narrowly than a teacher would.
The problem is that the explanations that Banter provides mirror the structure of the chains of in uence that produced the answer, including small steps that people nd irrelevant and confusing. For example, Banter produces the explanation shown in Figure 1 for why a CT scan would be the best test for ruling in gallstones, given the evidence of the case.
After presenting the evidence, the probability of GALLSTONES is 0.135.
The tests for ruling GALLSTONES in, in order of effectiveness, are:
A positive CT test results in a post-test probability of 0.976. A positive ULTRASOUND FOR GALLSTONES test results in a post-test probability of 0.445. A positive HIDA test results in a post-test probability of 0.307. A positive ULTRASOUND FOR CHOLECYSTITIS test results in a post-test probability of 0.247.
Their influence flows along the following paths: GALLSTONES is seen by CT GALLSTONES is seen by ULTRASOUND FOR GALLSTONES GALLSTONES causes CHOLECYSTITIS, which is detected by HIDA GALLSTONES causes CHOLECYSTITIS, which is detected by ULTRASOUND FOR MURPHY'S SIGN, which is a result of ULTRASOUND FOR CHOLECYSTITIS GALLSTONES causes CHOLECYSTITIS, which is detected by ULTRASOUND FOR THICK GB WALL, which is a result of ULTRASOUND FOR CHOLECYSTITIS
Fig. 1. An Example Explanation from Banter
Our new work with this system focusses on improving its usability and usefulness as an educational tool. We began by generating a series of mockups for informal consideration by students and faculty at the Medical College of Wisconsin. The feedback that we received indicated that students preferred explanations that highlighted the most signi cant pieces of evidence. Consistent with empirical studies Carbonell, 1983 , they preferred being able to ask brief context-dependent questions, such a s Why CT?" or What about ultrasound?" and they preferred to give brief, context-dependent responses. Moreover, they liked explanations that were tailored to their needs|sometimes only a single word answer, sometimes the answer along with its justi cation. The new system, B2, can provide this customization by generating explanations incrementally, over a sequence of exchanges, while at the same time making it easier for students to request other types of clarifying information.
Lessons from Other Systems: The Need for an Explanation Component
Early attempts at explaining the reasoning produced by decision support systems focussed on determining the types of queries that were possible and, for each t ype, writing rules to access appropriate information in the reasoning chain Kukich, 1985 . More recent work on explaining Bayesian networks has been similar, focussing on generating verbal descriptions of the local relations that comprise the network Elsaesser, 1989; Norton, 1988; Sember and Zukerman, 1989, describ- ing the generalizations of the numerical information qualitatively Druzdel, 1996, presenting the information in the context of a template-based scenario Druzdel and Henrion, 1990; Henrion and Druzdel, 1991 , or depicting numerical quantities graphically Cole, 1989; Madigan et al., 1994 . The problem is that these systems analyze and answer carefully formulated queries the same way each time. The explanations produced are sti and are closely mapped to the reasoning trace that produced the recommendation, which might be very di erent from how a person would conceptualize the problem Slotnick and Moore, 1995. Another common problem that we found is that the explanations provided by decision support systems violate people's expectations for co-operative interaction Grice, 1975 . For example, they might fail to distinguish old information from new or typical information from exceptional. Thus, methods from natural language processing and human computer interaction are needed to improve computer-generated explanations. These methods require simultaneous access to linguistic, discourse, domain, pedagogical, and decision-support knowledge.
3 The B2 System
The new system under development, B2, extends Banter with the ability to generate well-structured, natural-language answers and to produce them in a manner that is consistent with principles for co-operative communication. The revised application also integrates multiple modalities so that students can refer to sequences of actions as well as to elements of the ongoing verbal communication. In Figure 2 , we include a dialogue from B2.
Our approach to the problems that we h a ve described is to augment the reasoning chains produced by the Bayesian network with two t ypes of knowledge. Fig. 2 . A B2 Dialogue model, we can represent the content and the structure of the system's and the user's utterances from other modalities such mouse-clicks, rather than simply devising mechanisms for producing or interpreting them. Thus B2 can interpret questions and answers, such a s Why? or HIDA, that assume knowledge of previous discourse.
The Domain Model
The domain knowledge in the B2 system is made up of the Bayesian decision model and the domain-dependent facts, including the medical cases, tests, diseases, and outcomes. The domain-dependent facts that we represent include both general information such as HIDA, Ultrasound, and CT are tests as well as more speci c information based on speci c clinical cases a case history that are used as examples to test students' diagnostic skills. A case history consists of patient medical history items, the results of a physical examination, and the results of various medical tests.
The Bayesian network is speci ed as a sequence of state names e.g. Gallstones, Sex, or HIDA and a table of posterior probabilities. For each possible value of a state, and each possible value of the states directly connected to it, the table indicates the posterior probability of the state-value combination. This information is provided to the probabilistic reasoner. In addition, B2 converts the speci cation into a propositional representation that captures the connectivity of the original Bayesian network. Such a representation allows B2 to answer questions such as Why is Gallstones suspected?, which would require B2 to identify paths among nodes in the network and identify those that were most in uential in the probability calculations. Such a question is answered by asking the probabilistic reasoner to evaluate the posterior probability of Gallstones, given only the nodes of a particular path under consideration Suermondt, 1992; Haddawy et al., 1996. 
The Discourse Model
The discourse model combines information about the discourse level actions performed by B2, as well as B2's interpretation of the user's utterances. The content of this model combines information that is used by the system to plan utterances based on Haller, 1996 with information that is inferred by the system as a result of its interpreting the user's utterances based on McRoy, 1995; McRoy and Hirst, 1995 . The B2 system provides a uniform representation for these two types of information. Consider the dialogue shown in In the discourse model, this dialogue leads to the assertion of a number of propositions about what was said by each participant, how the system interpreted what was said as an action, and how each discourse action relates to prior ones. For the exchange above, B2's knowledge representation would include representations of facts that can be glossed as shown in Figure 4 . The form of the representation is discussed in Section 3.3; a more detailed example is given in Section 5.
This model of the discourse is used to both interpret users' utterances and to generate B2's responses. When a user produces an utterance, the parser will generate a representation of its surface content e.g. a w ord, phrase, or sentence and force e.g. ask, request, say. B2 then uses its model of the discourse to build an interpretion of the utterance that captures both its complete propositional content and its relationship to the preceding discourse. Having this discourse model allows B2 greater exibility than previous explanation systems, because it enables the system to judge whether:
The student understood the question that was just asked and has produced a response that can be evaluated as an answer to it; or The student has rejected the question and is asking a question of her own; or The student has misunderstood the question and has produced a response that can be analyzed to determine how it might repair the misunderstanding. Conversely, B2 uses the knowledge representation to select an appropriate response e.g. con rm, discon rm and to realize the response as a natural language utterance. The utterance will include rhetorical devices that emphasize important details and will omit information that would be redundant or irrelevant given the preceding discourse. After B2 generates its utterance, the discourse model will be augmented to include a representation of the response and its relation to the preceding discourse, as well as a representation of the surface content and force used to express it. Both representations are useful; they allow the system to produce a focused answer to a question like Why?, yet still be able to respond to requests for more information, such a s What about ultrasound?. Below w e discuss these mechanisms and the overall architecture of B2 in greater detail.
The Knowledge Representation Blackboard
B2 represents both domain knowledge and discourse knowledge in a uniform framework as a propositional semantic network. A propositional semantic network is a framework for representing the concepts of a cognitive agent who is capable of using language hence the term semantic. The information is represented as a graph composed of nodes and labeled directed arcs. In a propositional semantic network, the propositions are represented by the nodes, rather than the arcs; arcs represent only non-conceptual binary relations between nodes. The particular systems that are being used for B2 are SNePS and ANALOG Shapiro and Group, 1992; Ali, 1994a; Ali, 1994b . These systems satisfy the following additional constraints: 1. Each node represents a unique concept.
2. Each concept represented in the network is represented by a unique node. 3. The knowledge represented about each concept is represented by the structure of the entire network connected to the node that represents that concept.
These constraints allow e cient inference when processing natural language. For example, such networks can represent complex descriptions common in the medical domain, and can support the resolution of ellipsis and anaphora, as well as general reasoning tasks such as subsumption Ali, 1994a; Ali, 1994b; Maida and Shapiro, 1982; Shapiro and Rapaport, 1987; Shapiro and Rapaport, 1992 . We term a knowledge representation uniform when it allows the representation of di erent kinds of knowledge in the same knowledge base using the same inference processes. The knowledge representation component of B2 is uniform because it provides a representation of the discourse knowledge, domain knowledge, and probabilistic knowledge from the Bayesian net. This supports intertask communication and cooperation for interactive processing of tutorial dialogs.
To achieve this uniform representation, the knowledge representation uses four types of nodes: base, molecular, variable, and pattern.
Base nodes are nodes that have no arcs emanating from them. They are used to represent atomic concepts. Propositions are represented using molecular nodes. Case frames are conventionally agreed upon sets of arcs emanating from a node used to express a proposition. For example, to express that A isa B we use the MEMBER-CLASS case frame which is a node with a MEMBER arc and a CLASS arc Shapiro et al., 1994 provides a dictionary of standard case frames. Additional case frames can be de ned as needed. Figure 5 is an example of a network that uses base nodes and molecular nodes to represent the system's knowledge that HIDA, CT, and ultrasound can be used to test for gallstones. Node M5 is the molecular node that represents this proposition using the DISEASE-TEST case frame. The assertion ag exclamation mark beside the node indicates that the system believes that this proposition is true. The system represents all propositions that are believed to be true as asserted molecular nodes. HIDA and gallstones are base nodes, representing atomic concepts. Figure 6 , a somewhat more complex example, shows a network that uses variable nodes and pattern nodes. It illustrates a text plan for describing a medical case to the user. In the knowledge representation, text plans are represented as rules. Rules are general statements about objects in the domain; they are represented as molecular nodes that have FORALL or EXISTS arcs to variable nodes these variable nodes correspond to the quanti ed variables of the rule. . A rule stating that if V1 is the case number of a case, and V2 and V3 are two pieces of case information, then a plan for generating a description of the case will present the two pieces of information in a coordinating conjunction.
In Figure 6 , node M13 is a molecular node representing a rule with three universally quanti ed variables at the end of the FORALL arcs, an antecedent at the end of the ANT arc, and a consequent at the end of the CQ arc. This means that if an instance of the antecedent is believed, then a suitably instantiated instance of the consequent is believed. M13 states that if V1 is the case number of a case, and V2 and V3 are two pieces of case information, then a plan to describe the case will conjoin 1 the two pieces of case information. Node V1 is a variable node. Node P1 represents the concept that something is a member of the class case and P2 represents the concept that the case concept has a case number and case information.
The rule in Figure 6 is a good example of how the uniform representation of information in the semantic network allows us to relate domain information a medical case to discourse planning information a plan to describe it.
In addition to knowledge about the domain and about the discourse, there is an explicit representation of the connectivity of the Bayesian network. The discourse 1 Conjoin" is a technical term from Rhetorical Structure Theory Mann and Thompson, 1986 ; it refers to a co-ordinate conjunction of clauses.
analyzer uses this connectivity information to identify chains of reasoning that underly the system's diagonistic recommendations. These chains will be needed by the discourse analyzer to explain the system's probability calculations. For example, to answer a question such a s Why is gallstones suspected? or Why does a positive CT test support gallstones? the discourse analyzer must nd sequences of conditionally dependent nodes that terminate at the node corresponding to gallstones. Then the discourse analyzer queries the Bayesian reasoner to determine the signi cance of each such reasoning chain. Because the connectivity information is represented declaratively in a uniform framework, B2 will be able to relate the probabilistic information to other information that it has about the medical domain such as that cholecystitis is a type of in ammation, allowing the discourse analyzer to formulate appropriate generalizations when generating an explanation.
The B2 Architecture
The B2 system consists of seven components see Figure 7 . In the diagram, solid, directed arrows indicate the direction of information ow between components. The system gets the user's input using a graphical user interface that supports both natural language interaction and mouse inputs. The Parser component o f t h e Parser Generator performs the rst level of processing on the user input using its grammar and the domain information from the Knowledge Representation Blackboard. The Parser interprets the user's inputs to form propositional representations of surface-level utterances for the Discourse Analyzer. The Generator produces natural language outputs from the text messages propositional descriptions of text that it receives from the Discourse Planner. The system as a whole is controlled by a module called the Discourse Analyzer. The Discourse Analyzer determines an appropriate response to the user's actions on the basis of a model of the discourse and a model of the domain, within the knowledge representation component. The Analyzer invokes the Discourse Planner to select the content of the response and to structure it. The Analyzer relies on a component called the Mediator to interact with the Bayesian network processer, Hugin. This Mediator processes domain level information, such as ranking the e ectiveness of alternative diagnostic tests. The Mediator also handles the information interchange between the propositional information that is used by the Analyzer and the probabilistic data that is used by Hugin. All phases of this process are recorded in the Knowledge Representation Component resulting in a complete history of the discourse. Thus, the knowledge representation component serves as a central blackboard" for all other components.
During the initialization of the system, there is one-time a transfer of information from a le that contains a speci cation of the Bayesian network both to Hugin and to the Knowledge Representation Component. B2 converts the speci cation into a propositional representation that captures the connectivity of the original Bayesian network.
In the remainder of this section, we will consider these components in greater detail.
The Discourse Analyzer and the Discourse Planner
All interaction between the user and the system is controlled by the Discourse Analyzer. The Analyzer calls upon the Parser and the Discourse Planner to interpret the user's surface-level utterances and respond to them. The analysis algorithm takes as input the propositional representations of the user's actions that have been produced by the parser, see Figure 8 . Given the parsed input, the Analyzer interprets it as either a request, a question, or a statement, taking both surface form and contextual information into account. The resulting interpretation and its relations to the context are then added to the knowledge representation blackboard. The last step of the algorithm is to call one of the system's discourse planning modules to formulate an appropriate response. PROCESS-UTTERANCE Discourse planning is handled by three independent modules: a request-processor, a question-processor, and a general utterance-processor. 2 The rst two processors 2 Although B2 does not use it, the knowledge representation component does provide a handle utterances in which the user is taking primary control of the dialogue. See  Figures 9 and 10 . The third handles all utterances for which the system has control. See Figure 11 . The request-processor encodes text plans for two domain tasks: the presentation of a story problem based on a newly selected case and the presentation of quiz questions based on a given case. The question-processor encodes a text plan for presenting a justi cation for inferences that can be drawn from a given case; questions can be posed directly e.g. as a why-question or indirectly e.g. as a what-if or what-about question. The system's general utterance processor encodes text plans for handling answers and acknowledgements that have been produced by the user; presently, all other user actions are rejected, resulting in the system making a request for clari cation.
PROCESS-REQUEST
1. IF the user is requesting a story, THEN 2.
Build a story in the network: 3.
Tell the story 4.
PROCESS-REQUEST for a quiz question about the story

ELSE IF the user is requesting a quiz question about a story, THEN 6.
Formulate a question about the story 7.
Ask the question Determine the proposition that is being questioned 3.
Find the reasoning behind the proposition 4.
Invoke the Discourse Planning to explain the reasoning 5. ELSE IF the user is asking What about" something?, THEN 6.
Determine the alternative proposition that is being questioned 7.
PROCESS-QUESTION Why" about this alternative proposition 
The Parser and Generator
This component provides a morphological analyzer, a morphological synthesizer, and an interpreter compiler for generalized augmented transition network GATN grammars Shapiro, 1982. The parser and generator are integrated and use the framework for representing discourse plans declaratively and for building and executing such plans. In the next phase, these processing modules will be replaced by a single module that uses this planning and acting framework. At that point, the pedagogical knowledge will be part of the same uniform representation.
PROCESS-UTTERANCE
1. IF the system just asked a question and the utterance is a potential answer to it, THEN, 2.
IF this is a legitimate answer, on the basis of static domain information, THEN 3.
Query the mediator for the correct answer. 5.
Evaluate the answer against the correct answer. 6.
IF correct answer THEN confirm, ELSE disconfirm answer and tell the correct answer 7.
ELSE IF this is an acknowledgement,THEN 8.
Continue processing at previous level 9.
ELSE SEEK-CLARIFICATION Fig. 11 . The General Utterance Processing Algorithm same grammar. These tools are used in B2 to perform syntactic and semantic analysis of the user's natural language inputs and to realize the system's own natural language outputs. For all inputs, the parser produces a propositional representation of its surface content and force; for example, Figure 12 shows the parser's output when B2 gets the input HIDA. Node M103 represents the proposition that the agent user did say HIDA. Note that this is all the informaton that is available to the parser; within the discourse analyzer, this action will be interpreted as an answer to a previous question by the system. Both actions say and answer will be included in B2's representation of the discourse history. 
The Mediator and Hugin
The underlying Bayesian belief network was developed using Hugin, a commercial system for reasoning with probabilistic networks. Hugin allows one to enter and propagate evidence to compute posterior probabilities. The Mediator component of B2 translates information needs of the discourse planner into the command language of Hugin and translates the results into propositions that are added to the domain model in the knowledge representation component. For example, to assess the signi cance of the evidence, the mediator will instantiate alternative v alues for the di erent random variables and compare the results. After analyzing and sorting the results, the mediator will generate a set of propositions e.g. to assert which test was the most informative and what the reason was.
An Example Exchange
In this section, we provide a detailed example that shows how B2 processes a dialogue, showing the knowledge representations for the discourse history and the domain knowledge. The system uses this knowledge to analyze the user's response to a system-generated question and to determine that she has provided a reasonable if not correct answer. The actual dialogue is shown in Figure 13 . 
3
CT is the best test to rule in gallstones.
4 Fig. 13 . The Example Exchange
In this section, we will discuss the representation of the discourse and how i t i s constructed one utterance at a time.
The Representation of the Discourse
The discourse has ve levels of representation, shown in Figure 14 . We will consider each of these levels in turn, starting with the utterance level, shown at the bottom of the gure. For the user's utterances, the utterance level representation is the output of the parser an event o f t ype ask, request, o r say. The content o f t h e user's utterance is always represented by what she said literally. Figure 12 shows the representation of the user's rst utterance, line 2 in Figure 13 . The content o f the utterance is represented by the node at the end of an OBJECT1 arc, which i s node M1. In Figure 12 , node M103 represents the event of the user saying HIDA.
For the system's utterances, the utterance level representation corresponds to a text generation event this contains much more ne-grained information about the system's utterance, such as mode and tense. The content of the system's utterance is the text message that is sent to the language generator. In Figure 15 , node M119 represents the event of the system making utterance 3 in Figure 13 . The content o f the utterance is represented by n o d e M105, a present tense sentence in declarative mode expressing the proposition that HIDA is not the best test to rule in gallstones. The second level corresponds to the sequence of utterances. This level is comparable to the linguistic structure in the tripartite model of Grosz and Sidner, 1986 . In the semantic network, we represent the sequencing of utterances explicitly, with asserted propositions that use the BEFORE-AFTER case frame Shapiro et al., 1994. In Figure 15 , asserted propositional nodes M99, M103, M119, and M122 represent the events of utterances 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. 3 For example, node M103 asserts that the user said HIDA. Asserted nodes M100, M104, M120, and M123 encode the order of the utterances. For example, node M120 asserts that the event of the user saying HIDA M103 occurred just before the system said HIDA is not the best test to rule in gallstones M119. . Nodes M100, M104, M120, and M123 represent the sequence of utterances produced by the system and the user, shown in Figure 13 . For example, Node M104 represents the proposition that the event M103 immediately followed event M99.
In the third level, we represent the system's interpretation of each utterance. Each utterance event from level 1 will have an associated system interpretation, which i s represented using the INTERPRETATION OF|INTERPRETATION case frame. Figure 16 gives a semantic network representation of utterance 2 and its interpretation. In the gure, node M103 corresponds to the proposition that The user said HIDA the utterance event. Node M108 is the system's interpretation of the utterance event, that The user answered that the best test to rule in gallstones is HIDA. Node M109 represents the system's belief that M103 i s i n terpreted as node M108. M109 is the proposition that the system's interpretation of M103 is M108. M108 is the proposition that The user answered HIDA is the best test to rule in Gallstones".
The fourth and fth levels of representation in our discourse model are exchanges and intepretations of exchanges, respectively. A conversational exchange is a pair of interpreted events that t one of the conventional structures for dialog e.g. QUESTION ANSWER. Figure 17 gives the network representation of a conversational exchange and its interpretation. Node M113 represents the exchange in which the system has asked a question and the user has answered it. Using the MEMBER-CLASS case frame, propositional node M115 asserts that the node M113 is an exchange. Propositional node M112 represents the system's interpretation of this exchange: that the user has accepted the system's question i.e. that the user has understood the question and requires no further clari cation. Finally, propositional node M116 represents the system's belief that node M112 is the interpretation of the exchange represented by n o d e M113. A major advantage of the network representation is the knowledge sharing between these ve levels. We term this knowledge sharing associativity. This occurs because the representation is uniform and every concept is represented by a unique node see Section 3.3. As a result, we can retrieve and make use of information that is represented in the network implicitly, b y the arcs that connect propositional nodes. For example, if the system needed to explain why the user had said HIDA, it could follow the links from node M103 shown in Figure 17 to the system's interpretation of that utterance, node M108, to determine that The user's utterance was understood as the answer within an exchange node M113, and The user's answer indicated her acceptance and understanding of the discourse, up to that point M112. This same representation could be used to explain why the system believed that the user had understood the system's question. This associativity in the network is vital if the interaction starts to fail.
The Construction of the Discourse Model
Now w e will consider how the discourse model for the dialogue shown in Figure 12 is built up one utterance at a time. The discussion will focus on:
The generation of the system's question; The interpretation of the user's reply; The evaluation of the user's answer; and The generation of the system's response.
Generating the Question
The decision to quiz the user by asking her a question is embedded in the PROCESS-REQUEST algorithm Section 4.1 as part of the system's response to a request for a story. That is, whenever, the system receives a request to tell a story, responding to the request involves telling the story and then asking the user a question about it. In Figure 2 , the user has requested that the system tell a story. The system selects a medical case for the story, describes it and asks the user a question about diagnostic tests based on the story. After generating the question, the discourse representation includes the proposition that the system has asked the question What is the best test to rule in gallstones? node M99, Figure 15 . In the network representation, the content of this question is represented using a s k olem constant for the existentially quanti ed variable. Figure 18 is Fig. 18 . Node M96 is the representation of a fact that has been selected by the discourse analyzer to use as the basis for a question to quiz the student. M96 is the proposition that, for case 1, there is a best test to rule in gallstones.
5.2.2 Interpreting HIDA" When the user says HIDA utterance 2, the system rst checks to see whether the utterance is a request or a question. As it is neither, the Analyzer must call the PROCESS-UTTERANCE procedure to interpret it. The linguistic model of the discourse at this point node M99, Figure 15 indicates that the system has just asked a question. The Analyzer attempts to interpret the user's utterance as an answer to the question. To do this, the node that represents the content of the question is retrieved from the network. Within this node, the skolem constant indicates the item being queried in this example, the missing TEST item. To determine whether the user's utterance is reasonable if not correct, the Analyzer 4
The complete structure of the case is not shown; we h a ve abbreviated the subnetwork corresponding to the case information as jones-case-information. is the proposition that, for case 1, the best test to rule in gallstones is HIDA.
searches the network for a concept or proposition that has the user's answer at the end of a TEST arc. In other words, the system veri es that the content of the user's utterance is a TEST. Such a node is found: node M5, Figure 5 . Once the system has established that the user's utterance constitutes a reasonable answer to the question, the Analyzer builds a full representation of the answer by replacing the skolem constant node M95 in Figure 18 with node M1 from Figure 5 . The system's representation of the user's answer to the question is the nal result, and is shown as node M105 in Figure 19 . In addition, the Analyzer adds to the discourse model that the user has answered HIDA is the best test to rule in Gallstones node M108 Figure 16 . The Analyzer also asserts node M109 in Figure 16 that this knowledge node M108 is the system's interpretation of the user's literal utterance node M103 Figure 16 . Thus, HIDA has two i n terpretations|at the utterance level, The user said HIDA i s the best test to rule in gallstones, and at the intepretation level, The user answered the system's question, What is the best test to rule in gallstones".
Evaluating the User's Answer
The system queries the Bayesian net to obtain domain information. This information is necessary to build a propositional representation that contains the correct answer to the question node M86, Figure 20 . The correct answer to the system's question is deduced using the question Figure 18 and the domain knowledge, and is asserted as node M117 Figure 21 . Due to the uniqueness of nodes, if the user's answer were correct it would be this same node. However, the user's answer node M105, Figure 19 is di erent, meaning that the user gave an incorrect answer.
Producing the Response
When the user's answer is incorrect, the system plans text to discon rm the user's answer and state the correct answer. Planning these acts results in two surface-level utterance events shown in Figure 15 . Node M119 represents the system's statement . Node M117 is the answer to the quiz question that the system deduces from the relevant domain knowledge Node M96. M117 is the proposition that CT is the best test to rule in gallstones.
that HIDA is not the best test for gallstones. Node M122 represents the system's subsequent statement that CT is the best test to rule in gallstones.
6 The Current Status of B2 B2 is being developed using the Common LISP programming language. We are using the SNePS 2.1 and ANALOG 1.1 tools to create the lexicon, parser, generator, and underlying knowledge representations of domain and discourse informationShapiro and Group, 1992; Shapiro and Rapaport, 1992; Ali, 1994a; Ali, 1994b. Developed at the State University of New York at Bu alo, SNePS Semantic Network Processing System provides tools for building and reasoning over nodes in a propositional semantic network.
Conclusions
The goal of the B2 project is to give medical students an opportunity to practice their decision making skills. This is done by considering a number of medical cases that di er from each other in a controlled manner. We also want to give students the opportunity to ask the system to explain what factors were most in uential to its decision and why. The primary means for these interactions is natural language. Our prior experience suggests that it is necessary for a tutoring system to obey the conventions of natural language interaction. In particular, B2 takes into account the changing knowledge of the student when interpreting her actions, to avoid presenting redundant or irrelevant information that be confusing. The B2 system also allows students to direct the system's explanation to their own needs, making it easier for them to learn and remember the information.
The knowlege representation component supports natural language interaction. It does so by providing a uniform representation of the content and structure of the interaction at the parser, discourse, and domain levels. This uniform representation allows distinct tasks, such as dialog management, domain-speci c reasoning, and meta-reasoning about the Bayesian network, to cooperatively use the same information source.
We believe that a uniform knowledge representation framework, such as that used in B2, is essential for e ective natural language interaction with computers.
